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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
There is, in our day and age, an ever increasing
trend on the part of individuals, corporations, and businesses to sue one another for fantastic sums of money as
the result of personal bodily injury.

Negligence is one

main accusation.
In the area of education liability is becoming very
obvious to boards of education, school districts and teachers.
As a result it is necessary for those involved in education
to concern themselves directly with liability.

In today's

schools, accidents seem to be a part of each day's routine.
Accidents will happen, but in many cases there need not be
so many if adequate attention and care is given to prevent
them.

This might entail a safety education course for stu-

dents as well as teachers, fully explained and established
rules and regulations, foresight, observation, or purposeful
supervision.
Educators need to begin immediately to exercise
extreme caution, concern and care to protect not only themselves against possible law suit, but also to become equally
concerned for the child's welfare while under their care and
direction.
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Teachers need to realize that they have not only a
moral responsibility to protect each student, but also a
legal obligation which is owed to others by law.

This

entails liability for harm or injury inflicted by one individual to another.

It is possible, too, that if the teacher

failed to act to prevent an injury, he could be negligent
and as a result liable.
This paper is particularly concerned with legal
involvement as it applies to physical education, but it
must be realized that these same principles of liability
and negligence apply in all areas of education.

I.

THE PROBLEM

There is no other area in education that is more
directly involved and has the potential for liability
involvement than physical education.

It is within this

program that more accidents occur than in any other area
within the school system (6:46).

It becomes, therefore,

very important for all physical education instructors to be
aware of their legal situation.
In recent years an increased number of court decisions
have held that the physical education instructor is responsible
for those injuries suffered by pupils under his instruction.
Many excellent physical education programs have been ruined
as a result of an instructor being found negligent in the
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performance of his duties.

For this reason it is extremely

important that the physical education instructor and/or
coach have a thorough knowledge of their legal responsibilities to the public, pupils and themselves (6:46).
II.

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

Physical education.

Physical education throughout

this paper is to be interpreted as being that part of the
required school curriculum involved in teaching the physical
skills of exercise and athletics to all students enrolled
in that school.

It is to exclude all interscholastic

athletics and intramural sports.
Liability.

The condition of being subject to an

obligation performance of which is enforceable by a court;
legal responsibility (20:2)
Negligence.

Consists in the failure to act as a

reasonable, prudent and careful person would act under the
circumstance to avoid exposing others to unreasonable danger
or risk of injury or harm.

It may consist of the omission

to act as well as in acting affirmatively (20:2).
Tort.

A term applied to a group of situations or

relationships which the law recognizes as civil wrongs, and
for which the courts will afford a remedy, usually in the
form of an action for damages, a breach of a duty, other
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than one arising out of contract, giving rise to a damage
action; an unlawful violation of another's legal rights;
legal enforcement of moral standards of conduct (20:3).

CHAPTER II
I.

LEGAL CONCEPT OF NEGLIGENCE

How the courts define negligence.

Practically all

actions against teachers claim negligence in the performance
of duty.

This is significant because the term "negligence"

and "duty" are both subject to interpretation by the courts.
A study of legal opinion fails to yield a concise or final
definition of negligence (20:24).

Yet the courts do follow

certain criteria for application in the case of liability
questions.
There are generally three main questions involved,
namely:
1.

Did the school employee owe a duty of care towards

the plaintiff?
2.

Was there a failure on the part of the employee

to observe such a duty?
3.

Was such failure the direct and proximate cause

of any resulting injury?
If all three points each obtain an affirmative answer in the
eyes of the law, a case of personal liability is established
(9:99).

As one can readily see from the above factors, the
liability question is one of teacher responsibility.
or did he not exercise that responsibility?

Did he
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It is interesting to note that in determining whether
the instructor acted as he should have to prevent the injury,
the courts do not agree as to the standards by which this is
judged.

As one court put it:

The standard of care required of an officer or
employee of a public school is that which a person of
ordinary prudence charged with his duties, would exercise under the same circumstances (23:10).
But other courts have held that, "A teacher may be charged
only with reasonable care such as a parent of ordinary prudence would exercise under comparable circumstances" (23:10).
It is also pointed out that negligence in the law is
not necessarily based on mere carelessness, but on conduct
or behavior which should be recognized by the person acting.
Ignorance, forgetfulness or stupidity may be involved in a
negligence action, but may also be found where the person
acting has taken careful consideration of the consequences
of his intended act and in conformity with his best judgment,

iL that judgment is not in accord with the judgment a reasonable prudent person in his position would have exercised
(20:5).
Determination of prudence.

In determination of

whether or not a school employee is normally prudent, the
courts tend to look closely at the following factors (9:99):
1.

Did the employee exercise reasonable and adequate

supervision for the safety and welfare of the pupils?
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2.

Did the employee, or should the employee have

reasonably foreseen the possibility of the child being
injured?
3.

Did the employee point out to the pupil the

possible hazards that he might encounter in a particular
activity or class, as well as inform him of the necessary
safety rules and practices?
Leibee (20:6} in discussing the prudent person
states:
The prudent person is an ideal, the good citizen
who always looks where he is going; doesn't daydream
while approaching a dangerous spot in the road; always
waits for the train or bus to stop before getting on
or off. He is not the average man, but is rather the
ideal citizen of his community who is always up to
standard.
The impression given here, however, does not seem to
be a consistent control in determining prudence due to the
various opinions of the courts stated previously.
The teacher must realize that his prudence, though
judged in varying opinions by the courts, is basically
understood to place the teacher in a position known as in
loco parentis as far as his relationship with the student
is concerned.

This means that the teacher has the legal

status of a conditionally privileged person "in place of
the parent" {, :226).
Placed in this position, by law, it behooves the
physical educator to consider and evaluate his own image
and philosophy of student relationships.
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If the circumstances existing at a given moment would
cause the reasonably prudent person to take some action or
refrain from conducting himself in some manner, and the
teacher fails to act or fails to refrain, then he has been
negligent, has breached the legal duty he owes his student,
ana is liable if injury results (20:7).
The accident factor.

In determining a liability law

suit, the two preceding areas of discussion are applied to
the harm or injury received of the plaintiff.

If the factors

of negligence and imprudence are found against the teacher
and in favor of the student, liability will be held.

The

teacher should therefore consider these facts and apply them
in a program of precaution.
It is important to distinguish the field of negligence from both the unavoidable accident or injury and the
intentional torts.

If injury results from conduct which was

not intended to cause the injury and if that injury could
not have been foreseen or prevented by the use of reasonable
precautions, then the law regards the result an unavoidable
accident and imposes no liability for damages caused (1:63).
Not every accident that occurs in a school means that
either the school or a teacher is liable.

Certain conditions

such as unavoidable hazards of play, could not be prevented
under any circumstances unless the entire school program or
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the community were completely disrupted, whereas other
accidents are clearly not within the realm of the foreseeable ( 2 6: 6) •
In all cases of accident where liability is questioned, there must be a decision as to whether the careless
conduct was a substantial factor in causing the accident
(26:8).
It is important to mention at this point that the
courts do realize and allow for a "normal risk" in school
activities (26:9).

But it is equally important to under-

stand that the physical education instructor may be held
to possess special knowledge and skill in the administration
of his classes (20:7).
This, then, necessitates a good deal of concern for
the instructor.

He must use and exercise care and caution

with every activity he directs, for there are many areas
in the physical education environment that are extremely
vulnerable to accidents.

Failure on the instructor's part

to conduct a properly regulated shower and dressing room
could result in an intentional tort and the teacher found
liable for resulting injury.
Finally, every teacher must realize that young children do not have the sense of responsibility and mature
judgment their elders presumably do.

Consequently, teachers
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must protect children against themselves, their childishness
and irresponsibilities (20:8).

In so doing, a teacher will

also protect himself.
Extent of Liability--Who is liable?

If a school

employee is negligent in the performance of his duties
toward pupils, he is legally responsible for the injuries
that follow.

Most likely, he will have to compensate the

pupil out of his own funds, unless he works in one of the
few states where the law obligates the employing school
district to reimburse him for any financial loss he sustains,
or makes the district liable for the negligence of its
employees (23:6).

Only in New York, New Jersey and Connec-

ticut (22:75) is this true.

It is possible, however, for

the school districts in Wyoming, Oregon and Massachusetts
to assume the liability imposed on a teacher (23:23).

Other

states allow school districts to be sued while still others
declare state immunity to tort action.
All of these variables, within the United States,
cause differences in the ability of an injured person to
collect damages.

It is the writer's opinion that unless

the law specifically provides for suits against schools and
their counterparts no compensation can ever be collected.
Even though the teacher may be successful in the
event of a suit against him as a result of his acts of presumed negligence, it is apparent that the conscientious
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teacher will be as careful as possible to avoid court action
of any kind.

Even though declared innocent the teacher will

have lost much valuable time and money in defending himself
(7 :229).

His reputation as a careful and effective teacher may
also undergo some doubt in the minds of many people.

His

best defense is to know the laws of the state and rules and
regulations of the board of education in the matters which
bring him before the courts and then to use care and wisdom
in the exercise of his duties (7:229).
From a review of the literature, one can see that the
extent of a teacher's liability is directly related to the
particular laws of that individual state.

Only as far as

the state law allows can and are schools held accountable.
II.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE PHYSICAL
EDUCATION INSTRUCTOR

Curriculum.

Physical education teachers, because of

the kinds of activities they direct, are particularly vulnerable to legal actions by parents (24:24).

Due to this factor

a great deal of though ought to be exercised in selection
of the activities to be included in the curriculum.
All activities used in the curriculum should be listed
and the curriculum approved by the board of education (3:394).
In selection of these activities the instructor's responsi-

lla
bility is to include reasonable {6:49) events.

Here again

are found various interpretations by the courts as to just
what is a reasonable activity.

The main question, it seems,

for the courts to ask is--whether the activity is reasonably suitable for the child engaging in it in terms of age,
sex, experience and individual characteristics {20:13).
This means that not all students are likely to qualify for
participation in all parts of the program.

The teacher

must at all times be alert to proper placement of his students according to their natural abilities.

The teacher

must be cautioned here not to push or coerce a youngster
into performing where he feels unsure of himself.

The

results could lead to negligence, for in this situation
the teacher could be held for failure to anticipate injury
{6:49).

Swimming, gymnastics and tumbling are such examples

of activities in which close supervision is necessary
{6:49).
It is imperative to identify dangers in the areas
involved.

The orientation of participants must be such that

special stress is placed on those activities experience has
shown to be settings for serious accidents.

The partici-

pants orientation must be sufficiently detailed to insure
that all understand the particular elements of the activity
which may be sources of danger.

This does not imply that

potentially dangerous activities should not be included in
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the program, but rather their inclusion makes it necessary
that every precaution be taken for maximum values to be
derived from participation (15:58).
Supervision.

Herein lies an area of the physical

education program that should receive a great deal of the
instructor's attention.
cases have their origin.

For it is here that many liability
Either from a total lack of super-

vision or improper and inadequate supervision.
Supervision to be adequate must be reasonable in both
degree and quality, and although not every injury can be
'

avoided, certainly it is the responsibility of every school
authority and teacher to guard against their occurrence to
the full extent of his ability (20:24).
The physical education teacher is under "a duty" to
exercise reasonable care to prevent injuries and to assign
pupils to such activities as were within their abilities,
and to properly and adequately supervise the activities.
The failure to do so constitutes actionable negligence on
the part of the teacher (23:48).
No careful and responsible school man would permit
young pupils to use an unsupervised swimming pool or a playground which, unless supervised, is dangerous.

Nor would he

permit the use of playground equipment without supervision
if such an unsupervised condition would likely result in
injury (20:24).

Leaving assigned groups, even though only
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temporarily to get a drink of water, go to the bathroom,
answer a phone call (10:116) or pick up a forgotten stop
watch in the instructor's office could be rendered improper
supervision.

A person could also be held negligent for

failure to lock the gymnasium door (26:64) if the end result
was student injury due to their entering the facility and
using the equipment.
"No amount of reasonable supervision will prevent
some accidents," stated an English court, a sentiment echoed
by a California court in a somewhat similar case.

It is

sufficient if a general degree of supervision has been provided.

It is not necessary to station someone as a watchdog

over each piece of equipment (26:65).
The responsibility for supervision must not be permitted to become too strict or severe, since it would lead
to an unreasonable curtailment of physical education activities.

The courts have generally recognized as sufficient a

general or reasonable degree of supervision, and have denied
recovery for injuries suffered when that degree of supervision has been present.

The adequacy of supervision, then,

depends on the circumstances of each case, governed by the
general standards of reasonableness (20:25).
Two case examples are used to illustrate the standard
of reasonableness:

A physical education teacher directed

two untrained pupils to box three rounds of one minute each,
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with a minute of rest intervening.

The teacher did not

inform the pupils of the dangers of boxing and did not
teach them the principles of defense.

One pupil suffered

a cerebral hemorrhage caused by a blow to the temple.

The

teacher was held negligent for allowing the pupils to
engage in a dangerous exercise without adequate instruction (23: 43) •
A fourteen-year-old boy broke his arm when he made a
leapfrog jump over a gymhorse.

The physical education

teacher supervised the jump, and had previously instructed
the boy on the use of the horse, had demonstrated the jump,
had warned the boy of the possible dangers, and had told
him not to attempt the exercise if he felt unable to do it.
The court held the teacher was not liable for the injury,
as proper supervision had been employed (23:48-49}.
Use of equipment.

Courts have held that the first

responsibility of physical education teachers is to make
certain that equipment being used is free of defects (21:28}.
A teacher must do all he reasonably can to make the environment safe for his pupils.

He should make frequent periodic

examination of all equipment in the gymnasium and the play
area to uncover defects (23:50).

Unless the items are not

repaired, removed and brought to the attention of the administration the teacher would be held negligent.
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A few examples will serve to illustrate this point:
1.

A child is hit by a swung bat which has no

knobbed handle (8:288)
2.

A spring board which splits when used (8:288)

3.

A defective rifle which backfires (26:57)

4.

Loose mounting bolts on chinning bars

5.

Broken and improperly operating adjusting bolts

on parallel and chinning bars.
It is also the teacher's responsibility to see to it
that all equipment is used in its intended manner.

All pre-

cautions possible must be taken to orient the student and
prepare him for its proper use.
Listed below are some very common errors or faults
which teachers make in this regard:
1.

Use of slippery mats, exercise ladders and radi-

ators improperly padded, use of unslaked lime on playing
fields (20:22).
2.

Failure to provide mats in proper places, such

as on a brick wall used as the finish line of a race, in a
gymnasium used for dodgeball, or on a floor used for gymnastic stunts, and unstable backstops (26:57).
3.

Absence of a mat under a chinning bar, and an

overly crowded play area (23:50).
4.

Failure to employ mats on a floor used for gym-

nastic stunts and use of a swimming pool without proper
supervision (13:287).
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Certainly there are many more examples that could be
used to caution the teacher; however, that is not as important as the principle of proper care and caution in the use
of all equipment in the physical education facility.

The

teacher must remember he must exercise as much reasonable
care to protect the student as possible for a person in his
position (23:28).
Corporal punishment.

Since it is necessary to the

accomplishment of the aims of education that the teacher
maintain discipline and order, the courts regard the teacher
as standing in loco parentis to the pupil.

This means in

place of a parent, indicating the legal right of the teacher
to use reasonable force for the correction or punishment of
a child (20:7).

When there is no malice involved, the

courts rarely hold a teacher liable (6:47).
However, the prevailing view in public schools for
corporal punishment is that it is not wise; where permitted,
it is not recommended; when used, it is only after all else
has failed; when applied, it must be administered carefully
(16:48).
Indiscriminate punishment is out.

Rather than take

incidents as they come, most superintendents and boards of
education have decided the best approach is a firm set of
written rules (16:48)

listed at the top of the next page.
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1.

Parental knowledge of the punishment

2.

Adult witnesses

3.

Written report of the action

4.

Below the neck punishment

Even though state laws in 49 states (16:48) permit
corporal punishment, many administrators and school boards
seem to frown upon it.

It is interesting to note that only

one state disallows corporal punishment--New Jersey (6:47).
Physical education teachers are required to behave
in a non-negligent manner.

On failure to do so, the teacher

or coach may be liable to suit for the recovery of damages
brought about by his negligence.

Corporal punishment should

be kept moderate and it would seem that in most cases suspension is better (6:49).
III.

ADMINISTRATIVE PRECAUTIONS

Instructor selection.

In the writer's opinion the

administrator can do much to insure a safe physical education program for his school by his careful selection of
staff members.

The employment of untrained and "fill-in

substitutes" will only cause undue problems and trouble for
the administrator and safety of the pupils.
One major safeguard against negligent behavior rests
in the area of selection and employment of qualified and
"properly certified" (3:394) personnel (15:56).

The
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administrator, through wise and careful screening, can work
toward the development of a professionally prepared staff,
capable of presenting a safe program which still retains a
challenge for the participants (15:56).
Administratively, it is desirable that all personnel
be fully acquainted with departmental policy and be made
aware of the liability implications existent in the field
in which they operate.

Stress must be placed on safety.

The extent to which staff members develop an awareness of
liability aspects and an attitude of concern in the conduct
of activities will be directly related to reduction of
accidents (15:57).

In selecting a person for employment,

therefore, the administrator must look for characteristic
attitudes and potential safety alertness in the applicant
towards the program.
There are more accidents in physical education (28)
than in any other area.

As a result there is a consider-

able legal risk (24:24) to which every instructor must be
aware.

To these hazards and their implication the teacher

candidate must respond positively.
The administrator should also realize that the employment of an incompetent (23:30} instructor could result in
negligence on the part of the administrator were it known
at the time of employment.
caution.

The administrator must use
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Facility use and care.

Accidents can frequently be

attributed to faulty or improper equipment, as well as to
employment of facilities for which they were not designed
(15:59).

It is the school's responsibility to maintain

these facilities and equipment in a safe condition.
One of the principle means of safe guarding both
staff and students is through the establishment of a comprehensive maintenance program.

Included in this would be

provision for a periodic inspection of facilities (15:59).
Shower rooms, locker rooms, activity areas, swimming pools,
and storage rooms should be included and carefully checked
for safety purposes.
Louis Bruno (4:1), Superintendent of Public Instruction of Washington State, urges all administrators to reexamine all athletic oriented equipment to insure the safety
of the student.

A new tort liability law in the state

increases teacher and administrator concern for possible
court action when a student is injured.

In this regard it

will become very essential for all administrators to maintain a constant safety check and staff awareness for immediate repair of any part of the facility which could, in
any way, be detrimental to the students well being.

For

certainly no board can be said to be doing an adequate job
if it does not provide for some form of regular and skilled
inspection of its athletic equipment (26:69).
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Another aspect of this phase of facility liability
which the administrator should be aware of is orientating
all staff members to report every and all inadequacies of
safety.

Any teacher who had actual knowledge of the danger-

ous condition of equipment would certainly be somewhat less
than wise in failing to report that knowledge, for liability
may be incurred should an injury occur (26:69).

Having made

such a report, the careful teacher cannot be held liable
personally for an injury occurring from the careful use of
such defective equipment which is necessary for the operation of the school program (26:69).
Administrators should also realize the purchase of
standard equipment from a responsible firm represents a wise
investment.

Installation of this equipment by competent

persons is also essential (3:394).
Administrators are obligated to put into effect those
practices and preventive measures which will safeguard both
the participant and the teacher or leader from legal difficulty.

Sound administration is characterized by the ability

to foresee the legal implication of any action prior to its
execution (15:44}.
IV.

SCHOOL DISTRICT IMPLICATIONS OF LIABILITY

The immunity law.

The prevailing principle of law in

the United States is that a school district or a school board
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is not, in the absence of a statute, subject to liability
for injuries suffered by pupils or others during and in
their attendance upon school (26:17).

However, such immun-

ity does not apply to the teacher (17:256).
This common law doctrine is a direct result of the
English law which holds that the king can do no wrong.
Based on this antiquated theory, the principle that school
districts are not liable for the negligence of their agents,
officers or employees while those individuals are acting in
a governmental capacity, is well established (18:113).
In searching for reasons to justify their holdings
for the above ruling law, the courts have not consistently
selected any single explanation, unless it be state sovereignty (20:15).

As a direct result of this position,

liability of school districts has become a subject of controversy and extremes (25:258), exhaustive study and severe
criticism by legal scholars and judges over the years (18:47).
Another idea expressed hy the courts regarding nonliability was that school funds could not be subject to loss
through a law suit which might dissipate those public funds
and thus terminate the districts educational program (25:258259) •
Recent court decisions have in general upheld the
immunity rule; however, split decisions and dissenting
opinions suggest that the common law doctrine may be of
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questionable validity in the future (25:258).

Recognition

of the injustices in such a legal structure has strongly
influenced interpretations of the extent to which immunity
could or should be granted (15:50).

Thus, many legal and

social writers advocate legislating the immunity rule out
of existence (20:16).
An existing trend.

A growing awareness of the impor-

tance of individual rights has fostered the adoption in some
states of legislation which permits holding a school board
or school district liable for injuries incurred by students
while under the jurisdiction of said board or district.
This action, while admittedly that of a small minority,
(NEA 1962 survey showed 15)

(22:76), of the states, indicates

both a breaking away from rigid adherence to the principle
of sovereign immunity and a trend among other states throughout the nation in the foreseeable future (15:50).
The very first step in this direction occurred in
the action of the Illinois Supreme Court, 1959.

The court

reversed a half-century of judicial precedent in Illinois
by expressing itself (23:18) as follows:
The whole doctrine of governmental immunity from
liability for tort rests upon a rotten foundation.
It
is almost incredible that in this modern age of comparative sociological enlightenment, and in a republic, the
medieval absolutism supposed to be implicit in the maxim
"the King can do no wrong" should exempt the various
branches of the government from liability for their
torts, and that the entire burden of damage resulting
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from the wrongful acts of government should be imposed
upon the single individual who suffers the injury,
rather than distributed among the entire community constituting the government, where it could be borne without hardship and where it justly belongs • • • in preserving the sovereign immunity theory, courts have
overlooked that the Revolutionary War was fought to
abolish that "divine right of Kings" on which the
theory is based.
The Illinois legislature in the same year passed a
law limiting to $10,000 the amount of damages recoverable
from a school district in any separate course of action
against it for negligence (22:75).
Soon after Illinois abrogation of government immunity
Wisconsin in 1962 (23:19) followed by Minnesota (11:128) and
Arizona (19:4) also dissolved the doctrine.
In Wyoming, Massachusetts (11:76), and Oregon (23:22)
school districts may assume liability at the discretion of
the school board (11:76).
Hawaii, in 1957 (23:24), waived its governmental
immunity from liability for certain torts, including negligence, committed by officers or employees of the state or
any of its agencies.
The most recent law change was instituted during the
1967 legislative session in Washington state.

Since 1917,

school districts within this state have been immuned from
a tort or liability suit when damages have been sought for
accidents occurring within or upon the premises of any park,
playground, fieldhouse, or in connection with the operation
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of manual equipment, athletic apparatus or appliance (4:1-2).
With the passage of Chapter 164, Laws of 1967, school districts no longer enjoy such immunity.

Effective as of

June 8, 1967, school districts will be responsible for the
negligent acts or omissions of its agents and employees
exactly as private persons are responsible.

No longer are

political subdivision, municipal corporations, and quasimunicipal corporations of this state privileged in this
respect, as distinguished from private parties (4:1-2).
There are also other states, New York, New Jersey
and Connecticut (23:22), that have had long existing laws
allowing for school board liability, but were not used to
present the trend of today.
The trend is towards making it possible for an injured
person to sue a school district and it is an unfortunate one.
The result will be inevitable, that non-productive portion
of the budget dedicated to insurance will mushroom percentage
wise and school administrators will find more of their time
occupied by appearances in court (27:193).
V.

FIRST AID RESPONSIBILITIES

First aid may be simply defined as rendering immediate
and temporary care to persons suddenly sustaining injury or
illness, until the services of a qualified physician can be
obtained (15:225).
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This is a particularly perplexing problem (26:82)
for the teacher of physical education.

The teacher must

quickly decide what duty he owes to the pupil and carry out
that duty in a prudent manner (21:28).

Because of their

professional training, physical education teachers and
coaches should be capable of exercising sound judgment in
attending an injury (18:105).

He is obligated by his rela-

tionship to the pupil to do the best he can (23:63).

Either

lack of action or unwise action in an emergency may lead to
a charge of negligence against the teacher.

However, when

no emergency exists, teachers should refrain from giving or
prescribing medical attention of any type (23:63).

It must

be stressed at this point that teachers are responsible for
first aid only that the situation demands (28) and nothing
more.

From this point it must be turned over to qualified

medical people.
Another point to realize is that the scope of treatment must necessarily vary with the person who is rendering
the treatment.

The extent and skill of treatment required

of a teacher who happens also to be a doctor is, therefore,
far greater than that required of a teacher without medical
training.

Furthermore, the treatment itself must be only

that which a layman can be expected to render.

A lay teacher

cannot and should not attempt to render anything more than
the merest emergency treatment (26:83).
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Schools should keep records of all pupils showing
the addresses and telephone numbers of parents (7:230),
close relatives, family doctor, and any other pertinent
information necessary for emergency treatment.
It is imperative that every school, administrator
and teacher be provided a basic plan to follow in all
injury situations, emergencies or not.

Experience indicates

that such preparation need not be elaborate, but be organized (15 :224).
Emergency situations fall into patterns, and a school
plan to take care of major illness, minor illness, and emergencies due to accidents would take care of the school's
needs.

The program could be so completely planned that

modifications would rarely be required and, if necessary,
could be made quite readily (2:224).
According to the Joint Committee on Health Problems
the school has four responsibilities in respect to emergency
care procedures (5:347).
care,

These are "(a) giving immediate

(b) notifying the parents,

(c) getting the child

home, and (d) guiding the parents, where necessary, to
sources of treatment."
After following the above procedure and when circumstances allow, all accidents should be reported.

These

reports should include all pertinent information such as
name and address of the student, activity in which the
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injury occurred, date, time, place, person in charge, first
aid or medical treatment provided and the circumstances
surrounding the accident.

This provides for better service

to the injured student and greater protection to the teacher
and the school (18:105).
No teacher can afford to give less than complete
supervision to all that takes place in the handling of an
injury, from the time it occurs until it is properly taken
over by parent or qualified medical personnel.

It is essen-

tial that the son or daughter of another be treated with the
same attention the teacher would give to his own (17:275).
VI.

LIABILITY INSURANCE

For the district.

As has been already shown in this

paper, under the section on trends, school districts in
many states are removing the sovereign immunity laws from
the statutes.

This then produces an opportunity for court

action in the form of liability responsibilities to injured
students.
In the past school districts that were liable under
the state law have argued the "no-fund" (26:111) doctrine.
Stating that no money has ever been allotted for the payment
of court awarded judgments, they further argue that the
school budget and public education would be completely
ruined (26:113) and as a result they would have to close
their doors.
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The Illinois court, in 1959, answered this type of
argument by stating that:
Taxation is not the subject matter of judicial concern where justice to the individual citizen is involved.
It is the business of other departments of government to
provide the funds required to pay the damages assessed
against them by the courts (23:19).
Courts have asserted that modern day schools have a
responsibility to protect their patrons and employees and
school districts are, therefore, allowed this expenditure
(25:259).
states:

This practice has been carried out in fifteen
Connecticut, Illinois, Massachusetts, Minnesota,

New Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, North
Carolina, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Dakota, Washington
and Wyoming (23:68).

In five other states, Arkansas, Idaho,

Iowa, North Dakota, and Vermont, statutory provisions having
reference to liability insurance for government units, may
possibly have application to school districts also (23:68).
In a recent court decision, the court said:
School districts better hurry and protect themselves
legally and financially for the eventuality of being
sued and losing. We believe that it is more equitable
if they (school districts) are permitted to plan in
advance by securing liability insurance or by creating
funds necessary for self-insurance (12:66).
No school district will be able to afford for long the luxury
of dispensing with liability insurance (27:193).
For the teacher.

In states where school districts

are immune from liability suits or in those states where it
is left to the discretion of the district to assume liability
(23:23) the teacher should obtain some form of individual
liability insurance.

The governmental immunity of these

states has become more widely known and with this knowledge
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parents are less likely, in these states, to initiate a
tort action that is almost sure to fail.

Hence, they turn

for redress to the allegedly negligent school employee
instead of the school board (12:58).
To avoid having to pay damages which might easily
go far beyond the instructor's financial resources, policies
are now available guaranteeing payments of damages by the
insurance company where judgments are awarded due to negligence of individuals connected with these programs (15:70).
This does not mean, however, that teachers of physical education, in states where school districts are liable, do not
need to protect themselves with liability insurance, but
quite the contrary.
Inasmuch as the only sure economic protection against
claims arising from liability is available through the prudent purchase of liability insurance, all districts and all
employees should reconsider the upper dollar limits of insurance policies and make very certain that ample protection
has been provided therein (4:2).

This warning was given to

all administrators, teachers and coaches of athletics by
Louis Bruno, Washington State Superintendent of Schools.
The action of the 1967 legislature did away with the
athletic immunity law which existed, in that state, since
1917.
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VII.

RECOMMENDATIONS IN SUMMARY

Listed here are points of consideration that the
administrator and physical education instructor may use to
direct a liability-free physical education program.

These

recommendations are aimed mainly at preventing, as well as
reducing the probability of undesirable liability circumstances from developing.
To the instructor.
1.

Always use mats to provide protection in places

where the need is clearly indicated.
2.

Be sure the student is capable of the activity

as judged by his ability, physical development, and mental
development.
3.

Always instruct a student thoroughly in the

activity and point out the hazards he might encounter.
4.

Each student should be informed of safety rules

and practices of the program.
5.

The degree of maturity of the student determines

amount of care you must give.
6.

Check all equipment for safe use periodically.

7.

Include reasonable activities in your program

and always provide adequate protection for the students.
8.

Remember:

injured person.

First aid only, nothing more to an
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9.

Notify the administration concerning the presence

of dangerous situations.
10.

Learn to anticipate dangerous situations and

circumstances.
11.

Know the health status of all participants.

12.

Never leave your assigned group unsupervised.

13.

Employ the use of safety devices where at all

possible.
14.

Use all equipment only for which it is origin-

ally designed.
15.

Protect yourself with liability insurance.

To the administrator
1.

Purchase and use only standard approved equipment

installed by competent persons.
2.

Provide for regular inspection of complete physi-

cal education facilities and equipment.
3.

Insure use of all equipment only when a qualified

instructor is present.
4.

Employ only competent and properly certified

personnel.
5.

Maintain up-to-date emergency information for all

students.
6.

Keep accurate records of all injuries.

7.

Institute a planned illness and injury procedure

routine.
8.

Provide insurance protection program for all

instructors.
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